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Animal word search coloring pages

Microsoft Word provides a feature that allows you to search for text in a document. You can also use advanced settings to make your search more specific, such as the search. Here's how to use it. If you find text in a Word document To search for text in Word, you must have access to the
Navigation pane. To do this, on the Home tab, in the Editing group, select Search. An alternative method to access this pane is by using the Ctrl + F shortcut key in Windows or Command + F on Mac. RELATED: To search for text inside a file using Windows Search With the Navigation
pane open, type the text you want to find. The number of instances displayed throughout the document is displayed. You can navigate through search results by selecting the up and down arrows below the search box, or by clicking directly on the result snippet in the Navigation Pane.
Setting advanced search features The warning with the basic search function is that it doesn't take into account many things, such as the following: This is a problem if you are searching a document that contains a lot of content, such as a document that contains a lot of content. To finetune this information, on the Home tab, go to the Editing group, select the arrow next to Search, and select Advanced Search from the drop-down list. The Find and Replace window appears. Choose More. In the Search Options group, select the check box next to the options you want to

enable. The next time you search for text in Word, the search will now work with the advanced options you choose. RELATED: Microsoft Word: Document Formatting Essentials When you want to find something specific on a web page, you can search for it. Learn how to search for a word
on a page using either the Find Word feature in major web browsers or a search engine like Google. The easiest way to find a word on a page is to use the Find Word feature. It is available in major web browsers, including Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer, Safari, and Opera. Here
are the keyboard shortcuts: When you're on the web page, press Ctrl+F in Windows and Linux. On a Mac, press Command+F. Type the word (or phrase) you want to find. Press Enter. The web page scrolls to the nearest instance of the word. If the word appears more than once on the Web
page you're searching, press Enter to go to the next instance. You can also select the arrows on the right (or left) side of the Find Word window. Another way to search web pages is to use a relevant menu bar. On a Mac, use the following process, regardless of which browser you're using.
Use this process when using either Safari or Opera. Go to the menu bar at the top of the page, and then choose Edit. On this page, choose Find. Some browsers may have the Search option. in the browser you're using, you may need to take four steps instead of three. For example, with
Google Chrome, you'll need to use google.com. If you're using a Windows PC or Linux, or if you want to use your web browser instead of the operating system, do the following for each major browser (except Safari and Opera). These instructions should work for the corresponding mobile
browsers as well. For Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Microsoft Edge: Select the More icon (it's located in the upper-right corner of the browser window). Choose Search or Find on this page. In Internet Explorer 11, select Features, hover over file, and then choose Search this page.
Type the keyword and press Enter. If you don't know the specific page where a desired word or phrase can be found, you can use Google to search for a specific word or phrase and target the site you want to find it on. Google has special characters and features to narrow and control your
search. Go to Google. You can also use your browser's search feature if it's configured to use Google as a search engine. Type a web site followed by a colon ( : ) and the name of the site you want to search. It should look like this: site:lifewire.com After leaving a room and entering search
terms. All in all, it should be something like this: site:lifewire.com Android apps Press Enter to display the search results. Search results come from the site you specified. To further narrow search results, attach the keywords in quotation marks, which causes the search engine to look for the
exact phrase. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Download our free printables to create your own mix-and-match coloring books. What's actually under the sea? Let your children decide! Download this fish-friendly drawings and let their imagination go to work. Advertising Ad Can't
Make It to the Beach? Your kids can color the afternoon away instead with this sunny shoreline scene. Escape to the hills with this camping-themed drawings your kids will love! Ad Let your kids show their patriotism on paper with this American flag drawings – whether they stick to red,
white and blue or create a new masterpiece! Download and print this nocturnal drawings for children-made wall art that's out of this world! This charming picnic scene will keep your kids cheerful any day - and it might just inspire you to plan your own picnic in the sunshine! Ad ad Encourage
your little ones to be creative with this playground drawings. Purple sand or a polka-dot swingset? Everything goes! Your children will find their rhythm with this creativity-inspiring parade page. What color does an elephant have? Any color your kids want! Let them work their color magic on
this zoo-themed page. Copyright &amp;; copy 2010 Meredith Corporation. Ad Back-to-school is such an exciting time of year! That means catching up with friends, getting back to routine, shining new school supplies, and learning new things. There are some steps you can take to make
sure that back-to-school time goes smoothly for your kids: If sleep schedules have gotten off track over the summer, start making adjustments a few weeks before school starts. Back up bedtimes by 5 to 15 minutes a night until you are back for a regular bedtime. Build excitement for the first
day. Go shopping for new school supplies or a backpack together. If you homeschool, decorate the schoolroom or let your students help choose the curriculum they want to use or the books they will read. Plan something special for the first day. Have a family favorite for breakfast, go out to
eat, or plan a fun field trip. Relax back in the routine. Homeschooling families should not feel that they have to jump into every topic the first week. Choose a few core subjects and a few electives. Then add in one or two items each week until you are back to a full course load. Use the
following free printables to celebrate back-to-school time in your homeschool or classroom. Print pdf: Back to school Word Search Get back in an academic mindset with this funny word search puzzle featuring twenty words related to school. Each expression from the word bank can be
found among the messy letters of the puzzle. Print pdf: Back to school Alphabet Activity Young students can get back into the swing in alphabetical terms by putting these twenty back-to-school-themed words in alphabetical order. Print pdf: Back to school Bookmarks and Pencil Toppers
Page Your students can decorate their freshly sharpened pencils with festive, back-to-school pencil toppers, and mark their place in their new books with colorful, school-themed bookmarks. Let young children work on their fine motor skills by cutting down on bookmarks and pencil toppers.
Use a hole to make holes on the pencil tops tabs. Then insert a pencil through the two holes on each. Print pdf: Back to school Visor (Girls or boys) Cut visor and punch holes in the specified spots. Tie an elastic string to the visit to fit your student's head size. Alternatively, you can use yarn
or non-elastic string. For this option, use two pieces and tie a bow in the back to fit your child's head. Print pdf: Back to school doorhangers decorate your home or classroom for the first day of school with these festive door hangers. You or your students must cut out each door hanger. Cut
along the dotted line to create the top circle. Hang on door handles and cabinets. Print pdf: Back to school Theme Paper Get your students back in the habit of writing with this colorful back-to-school printable. They can use it to write about their summer vacation or expectations of it school
years, or even even about the school or their preferred subject. Classroom or co-op instructors may want to ask students to write about one thing their teacher or classmates should know about them. Print pdf: Back to school Coloring Page Coloring pages provide excellent fine motor skills
practice for young students. They are also perfect for use as a quiet activity during read-aloud time. Print pdf: Back to school Let's get study as your students color this page, talk to them about developing good study habits. For young students, these habits can include listening carefully to
instructions, asking questions about things they don't understand, and keeping their papers organized in a folder or binder. Print pdf:Back to school Coloring page While your students color this page, chat with them about their favorite books or share tips on taking care of the library's books.
China, the third largest country in the world, is located in the east of Asia. Officially known as the People's Republic of China, the country has the world's largest population, a whopping 1.3 billion people! China's civilization goes back thousands of years. Traditionally, the nation has been
ruled by powerful families known as dynasties. A number of dynasties were in power from 221 B.C to 1912. The Chinese government was taken over by the Communist Party in 1949. This party still has control of the country today. One of China's best-known landmarks is the Great Wall of
China. Construction of the wall began in 220 B.C. during China's first dynasty. The wall was built to keep the attackers out of the country. At over 5,500 miles long, the Great Wall is the longest structure built by humans. Mandarin, China's official language, is spoken by more people than any
other language. Mandarin is a symbol-based language so it doesn't have an alphabet. It can be difficult to learn because it has four different tones and a neutral tone, which means that as a single word can have multiple meanings. The Chinese New Year is one of China's most popular
holidays. It does not fall on 1 January as we think of the New Year. Instead, it begins on the first day of the lunar calendar. This means that the holiday date varies from year to year. It falls sometime between late January and early February. The celebration lasts for 15 days and features
dragon and lion parades and fireworks. Fireworks were invented in China. Every year is named after an animal in the Chinese zodiac. China Vocabulary Spreadsheet. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: China Vocabulary Sheet Use this vocabulary sheet to start introducing your students to
China. Children should use an atlas, internet, or library resources to look up each expression and determine that it's important to China. Then students will write each word on the blank line next to its definition or description. China Vocabulary Study Sheet. Beverly Print pdf: China
Vocabulary Study Sheet Students can use this study sheet to check their responses to vocabulary sheets and as a practical reference during their study of China. China Wordsearch. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: China Word Search Continue to explore China with this fun word search. Get
your children to find and circle the words related to China like Beijing, red envelopes and Tiananmen Gate. Discuss the meaning of these words to Chinese culture. China crossword puzzle. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: China Crossword Every clue in this crossword puzzle describes a term
related to China. Students can review their knowledge of China by properly completing the puzzle based on clues. China Challenge Spreadsheet. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: China Challenge Students can show what they know about China by properly filling out this challenge
spreadsheet. Each description is followed by four multiple choice options. China Spreadsheet. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: China Alphabet Activity This alphabet activity allows for further review of terms related to China with the added bonus of allowing students to practice their literacy and
thinking skills. Students should write each China-themed word in correct alphabetical order on the blank lines. Chinese Vocabulary Study Sheet. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: Chinese Vocabulary Study Sheet The Chinese language is written in character symbols. Pinyin is the translation of
these characters into English letters. Learning to say days of the week and some of the colors and figures in the country's mother tongue is a great activity for studying another country or culture. This vocabulary study sheet teaches students the Chinese pinyin for some simple Chinese
vocabulary. Chinese numbers matching activity. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: Chinese Numbers Matching Activity See if your students can correctly match the Chinese pinyin to its corresponding numbers and number words. Spreadsheets with Chinese colors. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf:
Chinese Colors Spreadsheet Use this multiple choice spreadsheet to see how well your students remember the Chinese words for each color. Chinese days of the week Spreadsheet. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: Chinese Days of the Week Spreadsheet This crossword puzzle will allow
your students to review how to say the days of the week in Chinese. Flag of China Coloring Page. Beverly Hernandez Print pdf: Flag of China Coloring Page China's flag has a bright red background and five golden-yellow stars in the top left corner. The red color of the flag symbolizes
revolution. The big star represents the Communist Party, and the smaller stars represent the four classes of society: workers, peasants, soldiers and students. China's flag was adopted in September 1949. China Sketch Map. Hernandez Print pdf: China Outline Map Use an atlas to fill the
states and territories of China. Mark the capital, major cities and waterways and important landmarks. Landmarks.
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